WELCOME TO A-LEVEL LAW
___________________________________________________________________
Introduction to the Criminal Courts and Non-fatal offences

CRIMINAL TRIAL COURTS:

Which court is which??

What sort of offences:

What sort of offences:

Composition:

Composition:

Max sentence:

Max sentence:

Max sentence

Max sentence

Actus reus: D’s physical conduct
Mens rea:

D’s state of mind at the time of the actus reus

Actus reus
D’s conduct wounds V OR

Actus reus:

D’s conduct causes serious injury to V

D’s conduct wounds V or D’s conduct
causes serious injury to V

Mens rea
D intends to cause serious injury to V

Mens rea:
D intends to cause some harm to V

Actus reus:

Actus reus:

D’s conduct causes V to be
frightened

D has some physical contact

Mens rea:

Mens rea:

with V
D intends to have some

D intends to frighten V

physical contact with V

Actus reus:
D’s conduct causes some injury / hurt to V
Mens rea:
D intends to frighten V OR
D intends to have some physical contact with V

SCENARIO:
Read the following scenario and consider whether Dave,
Mr Smith and Alex have committed any offences:
It’s the last day of term at Waverley High School. During break,
Dave produces his Super Soaker water gun, which he waves at
Katie, shouting ‘I’m coming after you!’ Fearing she is about to
be soaked, Katie shrieks and runs away. Dave then sneaks up behind Ella and
squirts water on the back of her neck. Ella is unaware of what is happening until she
feels the water hit her.
Mr Green, a teacher, sees this happen. He rushes over to Dave and violently pulls
him to the ground whilst wrenching the gun out of Dave’s grasp. This causes Dave to
suffer a broken arm and dislocated shoulder.
Dave’s friend, Alex, is furious with Mr. Green for hurting Dave. He punches
Mr. Green hard in the face, causing him a deep gash above his eye which bleeds
profusely and requires several stitches.
Dave:

Offence against Katie:
Why?
Offence against Ella:
Why?

Mr Green:

Offence against Dave:
Why?

Alex:

Offence against Mr Green:
Why?

GO FURTHER!
If you would like to pursue / extend your knowledge before joining us in September,
try one or more of the following activities:

Go to Court:
All courts are open to the public – anyone over the age of 14. You can sit in the
public gallery [a set of seats reserved for the public at the side of the court].
Courts generally sit between 10.00 and 13.00 and 14.00 and 16.00 – but you should
arrive a little before in order to decide which court to watch and to be settled.
When you arrive, explain to the court staff that you are a prospective law student,
and they will guide you to an appropriate / interesting case.
Our local courts are Luton Magistrate court and Luton Crown Court.

AND!
Watch / Listen / Look:
12 Angry Men: - an excellent film about a jury [do
not be put off by its age – it is still good and
relevant!] [DVD available from Amazon];
Law in Action: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006tgy1
- an excellent radio programme covering topical legal news stories;

Browse around some very good, law-related websites:

You Be the Judge: - try sentencing hypothetical cases:
http://ybtj.justice.gov.uk/
Supreme Court: - the highest UK court – watch a film about it:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTHrynZIsBo

